
SEASONAL: Fall is the right time to start a renovation or plan 

your next project. The staff at Bathworks will help you select 

the products you need to complete the look you want. Book a 

personalized shopping appointment just by asking. No project is 

too big or too small. If you’re building, bring your plans. Perhaps 

you simply want to change out your kitchen faucet or you’re 

looking for new taps and accessories for your powder room. 

WHAT’S HOT: Showroom consultant Debra Gordon says 

Bathworks carries the latest styles before they become trendy 

and show up in big box stores. Debra says fixtures in a chrome 

finish are popular right now, as is polished nickel, which has a 

hint of gold. Stone vanities are also hot and look great in both 

contemporary and traditional settings. Vessel tubs and stand-

alone glass showers continue to appear in bathrooms that are 

more like spas than the rooms of yesteryear. 

GET THERE: 516 Bryne Dr., Barrie  

705.722.4125 | www.bathworks.ca  OH

THE PLACE: If you’re building or renovating a kitchen or 

bathroom, look no further. Bathworks carries the most sought-

after and recognizable kitchen and bathroom brands, names like 

American Standard, Blanco, Maax, Toto and many more. Their 

huge showroom in Barrie’s south end is a destination for ideas, 

with every product imaginable displayed so you can touch, feel 

and ensure it’s the right fit for you and your family. Bathworks 

is known for its knowledgeable staff, all happy to provide 

inspiration and offer friendly, helpful advice. 

THE STYLE: Discover every style under the sun in a variety of 

price points for every budget. You’ll see complete bathrooms 

with the latest trends in vanities and plumbing fixtures. There 

are tubs galore: round tubs, square tubs, soaker tubs, jet tubs 

– even tubs made of stone. Selecting a kitchen sink could be a 

challenge because Bathworks carries an incredible selection in all 

shapes, sizes and finishes, including stainless steel undermount 

sinks and Blanco’s Silgranit, made of 80 per cent granite. Don’t 

forget the pot filler for over your stove. 

GET THE 
WORKS
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